See What Our Shareholders Are Saying

“What a wonderful CSA that not only got me to eat more local produce but also supports new local farmers in starting up their own, sustainable farm businesses.”

“This was our first year doing World PEAS, and my husband & I loved it. We found it easy & convenient to pick up our weekly share, received both fruits & veggies (not offered by many CSAs) & quality was much better than our local stores. Overall I highly recommend World PEAS for their quality, mission, convenience, and price.”

“I encourage anyone who enjoys quality produce and supporting local farmers to sign up for the World PEAS CSA.”

“As a student, I am always busy and shopping for food becomes a hassle. Having a convenient source of fresh, local produce that changes every week makes eating healthy so much more accessible.”

“What a wonderful CSA that not only got me to eat more local produce but also supports new local farmers in starting up their own, sustainable farm businesses.”